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11-02-’16 
Man and Woman, Beyond themselves, Reject the Ego in Each Other 

 
There is a Natural Urge in us, coming through us, to Unite with the Opposite Sex. This 

Urge cannot be killed, although it can be deafened to an amazing extent. Here on an earthly 
level it can be de-activated to a great extent or eventually, if one gives it up, totally, in the 
course of one’s life, often quite early. However, if you imagine yourself Uniting with 
(someone of) the Opposite Sex you get immediately happy in your Heart. This is only 
Natural. If you cannot feel this happiness in the imagination any more, then the so-called 
Separating Force has got a really big, deathly influence on you. This Separating Force, 
Separating Man and Woman, can also be called the Ego-Force. In itself and in the end this 
Force is also part of the whole, part of Nature. And if one is serious regarding experiencing 
and Surrendering into the Oneness of Man and Woman, one cannot skip getting to Know this 
Separating Force from Within, in one’s own Heart. Without Knowing it there can be no 
Transcendence of it into Divine Love. One gets to Know it by ‘simply’ Allowing the Pain of 
your Separation from the Opposite Sex to Burn in your Heart. There is no method of 
Allowing this Pain. Love Does it, for on Earthly Level the Separation between Man and 
Woman is a fact. In my case, born into Divine Love, it took until my 30th year before I 
Realized the Earthly actuality of the Separation between Man and Woman. Yes, this is a 
Realization. It is a Realization of Reality just like its opposite, the Realization of Oneness 
which is incomparably more popular and, in fact, craved by many seekers, serious or less 
serious seekers all over the world. Realizing the state of Separation in my Heart I cried for 16 
months every day. 

One cannot go straight to Oneness, into the True Realization of it. Trying this is Ego’s 
direction and delusion. It overlooks or denies the actual reality of Separation from which the 
drive to Union starts. It forgets to feel thoroughly the situation of the moment and already 
heads for a better place. From here, understanding this simple principle, it doesn’t take many 
more steps to See that the whole spiritual search of most people for Oneness, for Wholeness, 
is based on Ego. Instead of Surrendering into (earthly) reality as it is, one is trying to find a 
better place, a better state with better feelings than the state of separation. There are many big 
and beautiful words to cover the pain of separation that, indeed, if one lets oneself be 
‘programmed’ in another way, is not really Felt any more, not Felt whole-heartedly, not 
whole-bodily either, if anything of it is Felt at all. 

To be able to actually Live, on an Earthly Level, the Union of Man and Woman, to 
truly Allow the Explosion of the Two into the One to Happen, a most thorough dealing with 
the Ego, with the hidden Separating Force, is indispensable. The serious seeker who, 
intuitively or (partly) consciously, recognizes the truth of this, might be triggered now to 
explore, investigate the Ego within – in itself a progress relative to merely seeing Ego outside 
oneself in others. Yet, the ego cannot overcome itself. It is still the ego looking at itself, trying 
to overcome its own inherent limitation, its own obstruction in the way of experiencing or 
even becoming Oneness. In principle – in principle, indeed – the ego can shut up and let 
Nature Do Its Work. Even the Work on Ego is something one doesn’t have to do by him or 
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herself. Everything, the Whole Process, is Given by Nature. Life exists as Two, Man and 
Woman. In the Natural Dynamics of these Two, Ego is being revealed and Worked upon – in 
principle, if Allowed. 

It’s true, the Ego hates Nature. It is anti-Nature. It wants to know better and tries to 
prove it is and knows better. It will do everything to prevent being Worked upon, including 
the prevention of crying the tears that naturally and unavoidably arise in the Process of Man 
and Woman Meeting. For its own survival it seems much safer to do other things, by oneself. 
For instance, blaming the Other for having an ego that seemingly prevents one from feeling 
good ‘and’ from really being (in Contact) with the Other, from coming Closer to the Other. 
Self-blaming, perhaps stimulated by criticism, angry faces or moods of the supposed beloved, 
is another safe route. Crying in self-pity… Avoiding finding a partner, or burying oneself in 
the fixedness or deadness of a relationship. Avoiding real contact with the other is a very 
common and basic strategy of Ego not to have to feel the inherent pain in the (lack of) 
Relationship. If one, secretly, half- or unconsciously, gives up on (Union with) the Opposite 
Sex one tries to develop him or herself, in one’s career, work, hobby, in social life, in spiritual 
aspirations, in books, in thinking about life… It is almost endless, the list of ways meant to 
avoid our Deeper Nature Taking Place of Its Own Accord. 

As I have said in the beginning, there is, however, a Natural Urge to Unite with the 
Opposite Sex. If one takes Love seriously and, therefore, one doesn’t fall for seducing 
strategies of Ego to avoid Contact with the Opposite Sex, one follows one’s Natural Impulse 
to Unite, not just a bit but Wholly, in principle just until one has completely vanished in Love. 
In Allowing this Nature to take place on earth, it begins to dawn how far Man and Woman 
actually are from Each Other, at least if we are speaking about the earthly side of this. At 
some point, somewhere in one’s consciousness, it becomes clear that on earth some 
Separating Force – call it the Ego indeed – stands in between. In accordance with Reality 
existing as Two, as Duality, there are two stages of Addressing the Ego. Both are 
indispensable in the Process of Man and Woman Realizing and Living Their Oneness on 
Earth – on the Earthly Plane indeed and not merely in the higher spheres of existence, the 
latter of which is easier to allow, even though it is also rare enough for it to truly manifest. 

Without Rejection of Separation there can be no True Union. 
 
1. Woman Rejects the Ego in men. 
2. Man Rejects the Ego in Woman. 

 
For a successful Rejection Two are needed. The rejector and the rejected. If the 

rejected one somewhere, openly or in a hidden way, rejects being rejected there is no 
‘successful’ Rejection. The Ego stays intact. The rejector might have given him or herself, but 
to no avail. 

Addressing, if not Killing the ego, on your own – something that Ego would love 
extremely much to do and that is the highest achievable for the Ego – is not possible. You 
need the mirror – the mirror of the Opposite Sex. You Move in the Direction of the Opposite 
Sex. At some point – and repeatedly – you are stopped in your ‘victory march’; it cannot be 
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otherwise. Someone of the same sex can, at best, show you something of the Ego (which 
might have its own value) but cannot Stop it. Nature is Beautiful in the sense that only in 
Relation with the Opposite Sex can the Ego, finally, get rejected, crushed, dismantled, finally 
explode. The One can only be Known if one is Humbled by (Being in Full Relation with) the 
Opposite Sex, by Surrendering into Duality. The one who tries to be One by him- or herself 
will always stay a separate one or One. 

Be aware that Rejecting the Ego in the Opposite Sex is not an activity. You must not 
try to do it – or this will be a disaster, at best a hilarious enterprise. No, It Happens – Beyond 
yourself. It Happens through you. It is Something of a Deeper Nature that you cannot reach. 
As soon as you start doing it, it becomes ugly, unTrue. The Rejector and the Rejected are no 
persons. They are Archetypes that, on the sincere ‘path’ of Realizing Oneness of Man and 
Woman, will be Met – and without that ‘path’ also, by the way, albeit perhaps less 
consciously and often with the lack of (potential) humility in it. Archetypes are not relics of 
an old forgotten world, by the way. They are Alive and Active through people, supposed 
persons; they are much more Alive and carry a ‘Force’ much deeper than a person is ever able 
to. 

It’s also good to realize that the 2 stages of Rejection are not supposed to happen in 
one relationship in which, at a certain point, if man could take Woman’s Rejection of (the 
Ego in) him, the roles reverse. Theoretically this scenario is certainly possible but, generally 
speaking, it is not very realistic – if only because also this is a test for the Ego, and a big one 
in the Whole Process of Man and Woman that not many pass: are you willing to sacrifice 
your beloved on the Altar of Truth beyond Ego? It is more probable that, in case one survives 
the Rejection in Truth, other partner(s) will appear for the Work in the next stage. The rejector 
has its own value but is usually not very willing to be rejected as well, to whole-Heartedly 
and whole-Bodily accept a serious rejection… 

 
Ad 1. Woman Rejects the Ego in men 
 
In a way, if it is about the part of ‘rejecting’, Woman has an ‘advantage’ over Man in 

the sense that She can – and, viewed from a Deeper Divine Perspective: must – start to Reject 
men without having to be Free from Her Own Ego yet. One cannot demand the impossible. 
We have to start somewhere. Without Man Present on Earth She simply cannot be Liberated 
from Her Ego, the Torturer in the Dark. She Calls Him to Come Down by rejecting ‘Him’, 
His ‘Heart’ when it stays Up ad doesn’t Touch Her world Below – or, the other side of the 
Coin, She rejects the ‘man’ who fell down into the earth as a pancake while forgetting His 
Very Heart, Himself. 

The inequality is certainly related to the fact that, deep down, if we go to the Origins 
of the Female and Male Force, it turns out that the Female Force is the one Associated with 
the Separating Force. Without going much further into this now in this Hearticle, in the end 
this has to do with the fact that the Female Force is the Form Force, the Male Force is 
(originally Associated with) the Formless. The Creation of Form is the Creation of Duality, of 
Woman. Man as He Is is One without Form. (Talking about this: spirituality has, so far, for 
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the greatest part, the tendency to go Backward to the One instead of Forward right through the 
inherent Pain of the Form to a Oneness of Formless and Form.) There is nothing wrong with 
Form as Force that, in the end seemingly, Separates itself from the Formless and leads or tries 
to lead its own existence. Without it we would not exist as human beings. Yet, if sooner or 
later, or again and again, the Female Force is not Stopped by Man, it becomes rampant and 
there is only (hidden) Separation left in the end, particles that do not know any more how to 
reach another (human) particle. 

Woman, in Her Association with and Embedment in the Separating Force is, on an 
earthly level, in Her Domain – and, interestingly, in spite of Man’s Association with 
Consciousness – (much) more than man aware of the Separation between man and woman. It 
hurts Her, the separation from Her Source, the Formless, Her Beloved. Whereas men are 
usually all right in their sense of (Association with) oneness, it is she, woman, who has an 
impulse to do something about it, about her state of Separation, about her Pain. She carries, 
Within, the dynamics to choose one side of Herself, of Her Own Duality. Even though She 
can – and will – change Her mind again She can choose (more) Union, (more) Contact, for 
now… This Longing for Union and taking it seriously is Her Male Side in fact. It will last as 
long as ‘man’ doesn’t seem to cooperate with it, as long as ‘man’ seems (as a (dirty) mirror 
but still) separate from her, as long as he hasn’t yet felt (all of) her Pain, Her Duality, as long 
as he is still Separate from Her Earth(ly life) in any way. 

And here comes the rejection mechanism into view. As long as She doesn’t look in the 
Clear Mirror of Man’s Oneness but sees the dirty mirror of Her Own Separation, Woman who 
takes Her Love for Man, for Her Beloved seriously, Needs to reject ‘man’. If and as long as 
‘man’ hasn’t Transcended in himself the Separation She somewhere feels She needs to Reject 
him, on the grounds of Her Own Nature as Woman. Woman rejects the ego having nestled 
itself in a man if he has allowed the Separating Force to successfully divide the left and right 
hemisphere in the head and the upper and lower parts of the body (or if he has allowed, and 
even unconsciously supports, any other form of ‘bodily’ separation); the ego also takes bodily 
forms, indeed. The Ego is what sustains the Separation in the Dark. The Separating Force 
Itself cannot be prevented from doing its normal earthly daily work, but one’s Eye rooted in 
the painfulness of it can Grow and Grow and Transcend the Separation into Love. 

The man who is no Man yet on earth is, unconsciously, divided into Two; and he tries 
to prove to Woman that he is One. But his Heart is not Present in and doesn’t Rule over his 
Lower parts. To let this be so is an extremely heavy Ordeal for a Man requiring, among many 
others, the quality of, indeed, letting ‘himself’ be rejected by Woman Earth. As part of man’s 
hidden agenda however – and an agenda is part of his ego – the ‘premature man’, the man 
divided into Two by Woman without having Transcended this inherently Painful and 
Fundamental Event, wants to go into Woman’s Body – energetically and also physically – 
before Love has had time to be Recognized and Established as Such in the Relationship of 
Man and Woman. Premature ejaculation has nothing to do with ejaculating too quickly after 
entering woman’s body – there exists no sensible time standard for this – but ejaculating 
when Love is not Obvious (yet), when Man and Woman are not One in the Heart, when Love 
hasn’t Reached Down yet, something that is commonly the case. It is the ego that wants to go 
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into Woman’s Body. The Egoless doesn’t want anything, It is a Mirror. The Mirror just 
Allows Nature. It doesn’t hurry things up out of greed or whatever tool of the ego. The 
Egoless in Man, on the contrary, is a Reflection of where Woman is in Her Process of 
Coming Closer to Man. It is not in any way against the whole difficult heavy Process between 
man and woman that is waiting ahead and that might or might not lead to the emergence of 
Love on an Earthly Level, possibly manifested also in the physical form of making love. The 
ego in a man comfortably forgets about the Inherent Inner Dual Struggle in a Woman (that he 
knows he has to enter, face and feel sooner or later) and seduces Her to surrender to one side 
in Herself, the one that wants to come closer to a man and in the end also give a physical form 
to that intimacy. The Egoless Mirror in Man, however, reflects and gives a form also to the 
other side. It acknowledges Woman’s resistance, Her being not ready yet to truly and wholly 
give herself, not ready yet to Open Her heart for Him. Woman Rejects the man who lets 
himself be Cut into Two – High and Low, Left and Right – without Fighting in Return with 
His Heart, as Man and not as boy. She rejects the man who ‘comfortably’ and egoically 
mirrors the sexual side in Woman that is, by her (Earthly) nature, usually (much) stronger 
than the higher planes of her existence. In the End, She Wants Him to Open the Heart and not 
to easily submit to Her Sexual Force. 

 In the end it is not ‘needed’ for Woman to do so, to reject by herself. It rather 
Happens, Already, by nature, it cannot be avoided. Only, most women are so scared to be 
without Man – this fear is also part of Her, indeed – that she hides Her natural Rejection of 
‘him’, of the distorted or unready form of ‘Him’, and she fakes receiving him, loving him, 
embracing him. Woman, by Nature, can only Truly Receive Her One Beloved, the One Man 
of Her Heart, not a man that her ego would like to receive because of qualities in him that she 
can use. Men, however, ‘lazy’ as they are in their assumed oneness, don’t see a problem and 
find the whole thing sort of all right albeit sometimes or often or constantly are irritated 
without knowing why. The Male Side of Woman is not afraid and rejects a man if and when 
‘She’ senses Ego in him, including his ‘laziness’, his supposition of oneness and ‘everything 
is all right’ while She doesn’t experience that at all (yet). Her Love for Man, for the Truth that 
Man Should Represent and Embody, can make ‘Her’ ruthless on a man if She detects any 
form of ‘Lie’ in him – certainly including straight lies – that he protects. 

Brave is the Woman who takes Her Divine Task seriously and Rejects the ‘man’ who 
appears to be no Man yet. Ultimately, She Rejects him out of Love, indeed – even when this 
Love is invisible but covered with resistance, repulsion, aggression, hate. Rejection – 
rejection by intuitive or more conscious recognition of all that is not man, of any man who is 
not the Beloved of Her Heart – is Her only True weapon. Rejecting thus is being Faithful to 
the Woman Within Who Needs to Manifest Her Urge to Love, to Love Man Whole-Heartedly 
and Whole-Bodily. Trying to skip the Rejection and trying to become One – or Love – 
Herself, ‘because of’ seeming lack of Man outside of Her, trying to be (like) Man Herself, 
trying to be independent, is being Unfaithful to the Woman Within, to Her Own Duality, to 
Her Real Love. Submitting to this Unfaithfulness is going more and more into a fake world 
wherein She seems to be able to Create Herself as She, Her Ego, wishes: as the inner half- or 
unconscious picture She holds of Man, generally speaking. 
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But there are enough women who reject, now and then – or, more rarely, structurally – 
the ‘man’ who is no Man (yet), who cannot (yet) Take Her wholly in His Heart and Feel and, 
ultimately, Transcend the Separation between Man and Woman. But are there ‘enough’ men 
who can take the Rejection? For without accepting the rejection as part of this earthly reality 
Woman will stay stuck in Her state of Separation and will have only more of an urge to fake 
and try to live by and as herself without seemingly needing Man while in the meantime using 
a man here and there for her wishes regarding sex, some form of intimacy, children, company, 
not being alone, money, fixing things in and around the house and things like this. 

Hm… Here it becomes more silent. There are not many men who are more Embedded 
in the Heart and who have a deeper, in the beginning intuitive, understanding of reality, of 
Love, and who can let ‘themselves’ be Rejected by Woman, who can Allow this Rejection 
as Part of Themselves, of their Deeper Nature, who Intuitively Recognize Woman to Be Part 
of His Own Heart and who Allow Her to Do Her Job in Him. This rarity seems terrible for 
Woman, and often women asked me: “Where are these men, the men who can really take (a) 
woman in their Heart?” This is an understandable but Ego-based question. Love, True Love 
was never born out of the many. It’s not that a woman has a right to a man according to her 
wishes. If She is Really in Love, then Her Man will be There. If her Ego wants to love or 
wants whatever, then the ‘man’ she is with – or having no man – is her terrible Mirror. 

Taking Woman’s rejection is a sign of Man’s true Love for (a) Woman. It is the 
beginning – or continuation – of ‘his’ ego being slaughtered. It is the preparation for 
becoming and embodying Man, Man on Earth in what seemed to be Woman’s Domain so far. 
Man’s true Love for (a) Woman is, in fact, a Reflection of Woman’s Love for Man. Man, if 
he is supposed to Embody Man indeed, takes the necessary Rejection on earth and, thus, 
eventually, Finds Himself as Man, as Love. He Is Love, Static Love, whereas Woman has a 
direction towards – albeit also away from – Love and allowing this Natural Impulse appears 
to be (Part of) this Same Love. 

I said: ‘his’ ego being slaughtered… One can speak of man’s ego, indeed, as long as 
he hasn’t thoroughly Seen and Felt through the painfulness of Ego that he could not but 
associate with when he entered the world, the world of Woman. If the Female Ego operates 
and stays in the dark in a man, unSeen, one can speak of ‘his’ ego. In that case he is forced to 
act it out, the ego, or to try to repress it if he has a judgement against it and tries to be better. 
In other words, Man on his way to becoming Man on earth, should not only Take Woman’s 
Rejection, but, related, See-Feel and thus Transcend the Woman in himself. In fact, Man can 
only Be Man in the earthly Plane if He constantly Transcends the Woman in himself. He is 
constantly Aware of the war between the Two Forces, constantly Aware of the Pain that this 
gives. Without Pain no Man. 

It must be Clear, however, that Man as He Is, has no Ego. He Represents, in 
principle, the Egoless. And this is exactly what Woman is longing for: the Man who is 
Beyond Ego but not Separate from it, who Knows it and can therefore Be Her Direction if it is 
about being Relieved of Her Own Ego that is Her suffering, being Relieved of Her state of 
Separation from Man, Her Beloved. That men on earth carry big egos, indeed, doesn’t mean 
that, thus, Man as He Is also has Ego. It rather indicates how hard it is for a man to manifest 
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Himself as Man in His Purity. It certainly has its own beauty that there are women who don’t 
bother about rejecting a man if it is hopeless anyway, but only reject a man if they intuitively 
feel that there is something worthwhile in a man, if they feel he might be able to take it and 
‘do’ something with it, that it might be a bridge for his difficult and long, heavy and painful, 
frustrating way to Woman. Usually, however, men cannot take the rejection of a woman who 
in fact rejects the Woman in him and not him as Man. Not understanding the difference men 
feel personally attacked, not taken serious as Man – justly so, as it appears now – and attack 
in return. This leads to nothing, and soon Woman will stop rejecting, give up on Love for 
such a man, the Love of which Rejection is a Part. 

The man who cannot take Woman’s Rejection stays stuck. He will not evolve from a 
caterpillar into a butterfly, or from a worm into a lion. He cannot overcome, Transcend the 
Woman in himself who is too proud, too afraid thus of being rejected. It reveals the lack of 
Love in a man if he doesn’t let himself be rejected. He stays stuck in ‘his’ ego that he once 
borrowed and didn’t know how to deal with it. He wants to have a woman – or, worse, more 
women – without really Being with the woman. The latter doesn’t mean primarily listening to 
her but Feeling Her wholly as Himself and – and this is something he hates the most – thus 
Feeling all Her Pain as well, the Pain that is inherent in Being associated with Form, with the 
earth, including heavy and dangerous Form-stuff like jealousy, including the very Pain of 
Separation. He should (be willing to) feel the powerlessness inherent in the pain of the end of 
a relationship with someone he truly loved and cannot give up to love, something that ripped 
his Heart apart. Only this way, getting to Know Woman from the Inside, can the Separating 
Force Be Transcended in His Male Body that has become Wise from all this Pain that he did 
not distance himself from in any way. 

Woman’s Rejection of the man with aspirations to be Seen and Loved by Her as Man 
on Earth, in Her world, has only been completed if his Ego has been totally crushed, 
destroyed – not if it had some blows to process. The latter doesn’t mean much if anything. 
Every ego gets blows to digest. Man must let it be completely annihilated, by going Beyond 
defence and through Feeling-Seeing the Lie inherent in the Ego, the hopelessness of the 
whole affair, of the whole project ‘Ego’. As long as a man stays a slave to (a) Woman’s 
Separating Ego – the normal situation on earth – he will defend and protect that same Ego. 
Woman – as Part of Man – rejects his cowardly protection. And He will thank the Woman-
form(s) who took the effort to reject ‘him’, his ego that appeared to be not his in the end, the 
Woman-form(s) who made it (more easily) accessible, this Seeing through the Lie of the Ego-
Whore within himself that turned out to be so very Un-Man-like.  

 
Ad. 2  Man Rejects the Ego in Woman 
 
If thus, by Countering the Separating Force, by not becoming an unconscious slave of 

it but humbly Feeling again and again the Painfulness of it, Man has been Born on Earth, 
something fundamentally changes in the Relationship of Man and Woman. The roles are 
turned around suddenly. Now a man’s humility isn’t shown any more by allowing everything 
that is not yet Man to be Rejected by Woman, but, since this Process had been completed – in 
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the right case, extremely rare as it is,1 and not earlier – his humility is shown by Rejecting the 
Ego in Woman as if He were Rejecting his own Ego rather than Rejecting it out of a separate 
act, out of trying to get anything for himself, anything at all. It’s an act of Love that has 
already Manifested Itself as Such, as Unremitting, Stable, through Him. Before He has been 
humbled beyond and below Ego a man simply cannot – and, in a way, should not – work on 
the Ego in Woman. First things first. The presented Order of who rejects who – or What 
rejects What – has not been chosen randomly in this Hearticle but it is Nature Itself. 

Instead of that man is, egoically, trying not to work on Woman’s Ego it is rather that 
Woman should not and, on the grounds of Her Nature, does not and cannot accept this ‘work’ 
if he tries long before his time. And often he will try. Man, in his usual state of a ‘man’ who 
drags with him and acts out the Un-transcended Woman in himself, will try to fool her, try to 
make her surrender her Ego way before its time, try to make her believe that he is the safe 
man she can surrender (it) to, that she can open her Heart (Beyond Her Ego) for him – and 
also her body. This is the Ego in a man that Woman Rejects, if She has the Inner Intuitive Eye 
to do so. It is premature when (a) man already works on Woman’s Ego in the case that his 
Ego is still there, hiding in the dark. 

The man who has not let himself be rejected yet by Woman, who cannot accept this 
rejection, who is too arrogant to start totally from scratch in Woman’s world, doesn’t 
Know anyway how to Work on Woman’s Ego. He is ignorant in Her world. He can only try 
and only fail. He doesn’t See Her. Without having Actually Lived Her Pain as His Own Man 
cannot See (a) Woman. Insight on Earthly Level is only there if man has allowed himself to 
be smashed and rejected Beyond his ego. Living Woman’s Pain as His Own – Beyond all His 
knowledge and supposed wisdom or Insight(s) – is the only way for a man to be humbled 
Beyond his Ego. It is a way that is from the beginning selfless. Man must See that His self is 
no real self. He can let it be humiliated by Woman, for it is nothing. Woman, by Her Nature, 
Wants to be with and be Taken by (a) Man, not with or by a self protecting his illusion of self. 
She hates it when man merely copies Her and doesn’t Add anything of Himself to this, 
doesn’t Give the Man in Him to Her. 

For Entering Woman’s world men must not be willing to throw overboard everything 
they thought (or hoped) they knew and understood so far, they must actually do it – or, rather, 
allow it to be thrown overboard by the (actual Touch of the) Other World, the world of 
Woman. Only the Faculty of Understanding, of Consciousness, can stay, not the content. 

 
If Man Knows Himself as Man, if everything else has been humiliated into 

nothingness, if He Freely laughs at the Egoic Force wanting still to get hold of Him in the 
Dark every now and then, He can finally, and it is only natural then that He starts to, Work on 
Woman’s Ego through one or, if True, more Female Bodies – as the Second Crucial step on 
Their Way to Their (Re-)Union on Earth. A fundamental and important difference from 

                                                
1 In fact, it is not extremely rare on earth that a man Manifests Himself as Man in the earthly Plane 

and has therefore an Inner Eye – His Whole Body – that is Ready to and Actually Does Reject the 
Ego in (a) Woman: humanity has to start yet with this. It is not that far yet. 
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Woman’s rejection of ‘man’ is that Man does His rejection of ‘woman’ only in the context of 
having already Embraced Woman’s Ego as Part of Himself. Earlier, Woman could not and 
shouldn’t have Embraced the ego in a man. On the contrary. Her part of the dynamics is to 
not embrace it, but be as hard on it as she can. No mercy. There is a structural difference 
here indeed, that has to do with different Directions. Woman represents the Up-Going Force. 
She wants to be Relieved of Her earthly suffering, of Her Ego in the end, and wants to 
discover and live and, egoically, have the Higher Planes as an alternative. Man, however, is 
Going Down into the earth, into Woman’s world.2 He hasn’t got a judgement on Her Ego – 
there’s no other way for Him than to meet it; he must face it, feel (the painfulness of) it, not 
avoid or get rid of it. He even becomes it, usually. However, the Man who somehow did not 
totally lose His Eye when Coming Down to Earth from the Heavenly Spheres, Sees that 
becoming Her (Ego) is not True. He feels somehow weird, unNatural, if He acts out Her Ego. 
It can even happen that, subconsciously, He starts to look for (a) Woman who can reject the 
ego in him, the Separation from Woman’s world. Well, the man who is ready to let the Ego 
Lie in him be slaughtered by Woman will Find Her anyway. 

In His association with women, Man, if He has been Open for it, has learned about 
Woman’s Ego by finding it in himself, in his own Body, his own energetic functioning – what 
means ‘own’? He Saw She rejects this if he hasn’t transcended it yet or even acted it out. He 
got to know all the egoic patterns from within. And this inner knowledge – or wisdom – is 
exactly what he will use now in the next stage of Liberating Woman into Himself. (Yes, 
letting his Ego be rejected by Woman is also part of Liberating Woman.) His Body has 
become sensitized, and every time Woman displays her Ego in the relationship He will Feel it 
happening in His Body. In the first place He will Feel it in His Heart, in the chest area. It can 
be an arrow of Pain, and this arrow can disappear again or stay a long while. It can be a heavy 
stone suddenly entering his Heart or a blow. It can be a nauseating feeling that seems to 
slowly take him over. It can be a contracting movement of the Heart into one point. It can take 
the form of a depressed feeling in the chest. His Heart can feel like one big Open Wound, 
reminded as it is again of the Dark Force here on earth that seemingly secretly transmits its 
Pain into a male Body that is conscious enough to be able to do something with it sooner or 
later. 

Once Man Realized and Lives the Oneness of Consciousness and Body, of Formless 
and Form – again, something extremely ‘rare’ (See footnote 1) – His Heart-Body is in 
principle infallible if it comes to detecting Ego, detecting any form of (subtle) Separation. 
This doesn’t mean that the Man(’s consciousness) knows always immediately the content of 
what is going on – Consciousness, as It functions on the earthly Plane, often needs more time 
and space for Piercing through the Earthly Mist of Unconsciousness in which ego hides and 
spreads this same Mist. But yes, the Heart-Body has already told Him that something is going 
                                                
2 Beyond the Two different Directions, Beyond the Duality of Man and Woman, Man as He Is 

Resides and this One Man is Love Itself, Acceptance Itself. It Embraces the Ego without having to 
embrace it. It Fights but as Love, without attachment to winning. He Recognizes the Fighting as 
Part of Himself, as everything, everything of the world, that is of the Female world, is Part of 
Himself. 
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on, something is having a (big) influence on the state of His Heart. His Heart is One and It 
Feels some Force, the Egoic Force, being active that defiles It, contracts It, breaks It into 
Two, makes it sick. He feels that the Egoic Force active in the Woman He is with at that 
moment and who He is meditating, makes or has made her believe that they, Man and 
Woman, are not One, not One Body with Two Bodies but that there are Two, two bodies with 
interests, different interests, different directions. It is not necessarily the woman who he is 
physically or otherwise with at that moment who is taken or ‘fooled’ or deluded by the Egoic 
Force. In case the woman is already firmly Embedded in the Man of the Heart Who Sees 
(Ego, and in general) it can very well be that they meditate the unconscious Ego Force as it 
comes through another person and that it has been ‘successfully’ transmitted to the woman he 
is with. 

The Heart is the start – Inherently. But from there the whole Body is affected, 
sometimes very badly, and recovering from the Ego Force as it manifests through (a) Woman 
can take a long time, hours or even months. His Body is the Place from where Man Works, 
His Heart that, by Surrendering into the Earthly Realm of Form, of Pain, has Become Body. 
Due to Her Association with Form(-interests) the Ego Force coming through female Bodies 
is, in principle, (much) heavier for the Heart to bear and Transcend than as it comes through 
male Bodies. The earthly reality is not so simple, however. If a male ‘Body’ in its association 
with the Ego Force on earth is incapable, helpless when it comes to Transcending this Force 
and more and more ego accumulates in his Body, then meditating such a male form can be 
just as heavy or even (much) heavier than many female Bodies who carry and transmit ‘Ego’. 
This is especially so, but not exclusively so, if the man in question identifies with the ego 
without knowing it is the ego and not Him. In a – not totally correct – way one can say that 
man’s ego is what avoids or copies in the Dark (and acts out or represses) Woman’s Ego. On 
the Feeling Level the (consequences of the) Ego can be so extremely heavy that it is easy to 
understand why most men try to avoid Truly Touching Woman’s Ego and prefer to have a 
fake peace instead. Once the Beast Opens its Mouth… Yet it is indeed part of his Ego acting, 
when (a) man avoids Woman’s Ego with its power to be able to crush Him completely, if it 
hasn’t already done so in the dark. Man is no Man, however, if he tries to save his skin. 
Instead He Fully Gives Himself to Woman, just until His Heart becomes one big Open 
Wound that can’t remember any more having ever been free from Pain. 

 
Yes, Ego is highly contaminating and this is not something people are aware of every 

day, if they have any awareness of this at all. As indicated earlier, as Man one never judges or 
blames someone for having, carrying or transmitting ‘Ego’ but certainly He must See it, keep 
Feeling every trace of Ego that wants to penetrate or associate with His Body, wants to seduce 
Him, make Him co-responsible for the ego. Otherwise, unconsciously becoming a slave of it, 
He cannot Work on the Ego, cannot Reject it. Rejecting the Ego is, thus, something 
completely different from judging it. ‘Rejecting’ of the Ego by Man means Consciously 
Feeling it in His Body, Making the Unconsciousness Ego hides in (and spreads) Conscious, 
which doesn’t go without Feeling and becoming aware of Pain in whatever variations it 
presents itself. Man, in His Work of ‘Rejecting’ Ego, Lets Nature Do the Work. If He gets 
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(too) sick from the Egoic Force, He will, in order to survive and allow Woman to Reach His 
Heart again, Meditate through the Pain that the Ego causes and Is. His Pure Love doesn’t 
leave Woman alone in the ordeal of meeting the Separating Force in the Dark, again and 
again. Next to, as the First, Meditate-Feel through the pain, He guides Woman to become 
Aware and Feel the same Pain that the Ego brings. In the end, She cannot be Truly Liberated 
from attachment to Ego if She lets Him do all the dirty Work, if She doesn’t, sooner or later, 
feel the same Pain as He does, if instead She would use his Heart merely as a waste bin for 
the pain and cramp she wants to get rid of (in the Dark). 

This latter situation is a very common situation in the relationship of man and woman. 
Often, in the course of woman’s experience in Her love life – if it deserves this name at all – 
she can notice a shift in her attraction from a ‘normal’ guy whom she, as it turns out, cannot 
really reach and who cannot do anything with her (hidden) Pain, to a man-form who is more 
in the heart and who can take (something of her) on. A shift from muscles to heart, to keep it 
(a bit too) simple. If so, indeed, this shift doesn’t mean that the ‘dumping’ of pain into man 
stops, that suddenly she is Responsible for, in Man’s Heart, Feeling this Pain. Her Ego is the 
one who wants Him to do all the work in this respect, who just wants to feel good without 
acknowledging and actually and Consciously Feeling Pain. 

It is Part of Man’s Responsibility to make Woman Responsible in this matter. As 
always Man is the First Responsible, but not the only One. It can’t stop there, at least not if 
Man and Woman are truly Heading for Their Union, if They are Willing, Beyond themselves, 
to Address and Feel again and again and structurally every form of Separation. Woman is the 
Second One to Be Responsible, but in the end is just as much, just as Deeply. In fact, making 
Woman Responsible as Himself, as His Own Heart, is a main part of His Work, and 
Ultimately, as it turns out, His Only Work that has many faces and layers. 

In Working on Her Ego as part of Allowing and Bringing Woman Back Home into 
His Heart, in Making Her Responsible as Himself, He must not only Feel the pain of Ego 
again and again and structurally and, again and again, rise out of the ashes that the Ego has 
gathered for Him, but also Make Her See Her Ego in all its varied manifestations and 
tendencies. Responsibility and Seeing go together. She cannot try to be Responsible just like 
that, from some good intention. It doesn’t work, not without Seeing, Seeing ‘her’ Ego (that, in 
the end, belongs to no one). Man can only succeed in making Her See if He Himself is Truly 
Free in and Beyond the world of Ego. Or else, Woman with Her sharp Intuition, will go there 
(and manipulate him there) where He is not yet Free and She cannot take man’s Work on Her 
Ego. She cannot Accept any Ego to Touch Her Ego; only The Egoless Itself is, in 
principle, Allowed to Do so. This is Divine Nature. The fact that What is Beyond Ego is 
Present in a Male form – if this is the, rare, case – is not sufficient for Her to accept Her Ego 
being Touched. Apart from the fact that by far the most (egos in) women are not waiting at all 
for anything of their ego to be structurally addressed and they will not come Closer to the 
Man they Long for anyway, Man must also prove He is Stronger, more Powerful than the 
Beast of the Ego. Man Knows that, in the energetic sense, He cannot win over the Female 
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Force carrying the Ego3 and that this Force can actually Kill Him, His Body, if He Addresses 
the Ego that will get furious from any form of ‘attack’ that it invariably determines as such 
(instead of as Love what it Is in fact). He Knows His Eye, if Firmly Embedded in His Heart-
Body, is His Weapon of Love, the only one that can stand up against and survive and even 
Transcend the Ego as it comes powerfully through Woman. 

His never-judging Eye Sees Woman’s manipulation of Him, in many many ways. It 
Sees how Woman is trying to get something without being open about it, without asking 
directly. It Sees her moving without end, Her not wanting to be Stopped. It Sees the hidden 
and the half and straight lies She utters for her self interests. It Sees how She keeps the door 
to other men open when she seems to want to try to come closer to Him. It Sees Her smiling 
when she refuses to give herself. It Sees her resistance when she fakes being open. It Sees her 
body ‘opening’ for him out of strategy. It sees all her strategies. It Sees Woman wants to get 
something from Him – many things – without really giving Her Heart to Him, without 
Binding Her Heart to His. It Sees how the Ego likes to and does – often through talking – try 
to dump things in His Heart without being Responsible Herself. It Sees She wants to be the 
celebrated and adored Queen for whom a king is only needed to complete the beautiful 
picture of Herself. It Sees Her endless self-obsession. It Sees Her hiding Her jealousy or 
justifying it. It Sees Her self-hate that she projects on Him. It Sees Woman cannot truly See 
Him and, in relation to this, cannot truly Listen to Him, directly: She interprets what He 
says, in Her own language, in Her own world. It sees how She is afraid of Intimacy – for in 
True Intimacy She’ll Disappear, into Man(’s Heart). It Sees how she fakes loving Him but 
that her ‘love’ is conditional and that actually She cannot Love – not without Allowing 
Herself to Return into His Heart. It Sees how She fakes being independent to hide Her Natural 
Dependence on Man. It Sees how She tries to improve Nature, instead of Surrendering into it. 
It Sees how She Separates form Him. It Sees how She hides in – and praises the forms of – 
Unconsciousness. It Sees how She tries to Seduce Him to give up His Heart and Truth in 
order to serve Her personal interests. It Sees how Woman tries to Divide Man into Two 
(which has its own function, but anyway). It Sees how Woman takes a ‘safe’ man as a 
partner, instead of Being with and a Part of Her Beloved. It sees how supposed ‘safety’ – 
form-safety – is more important than Love, than anything. 

It Sees – and Feels – the inherent painfulness of all this. It’s not that this ego mess is 
all there is. The Attraction Beyond Herself to and the Attunement to Man’s Pure Heart that 
are ‘Located’ in Her Heart and that some women keep when they go into life – possibly also 
when and despite that they have relationships with men – can overrule or outshine all of this, 
in principle, if Woman allows (this Love for) Man to Guide Her. 

                                                
3 However, in eruptions of energy, in Consciously Freeing cramped energy that He ‘borrowed’ from 

Woman, Man can also energetically overpower Woman. Yet, even then this overpowering has only 
a real effect – instead of causing a next reaction in Woman – when the eruption happens as part of 
Man’s Conscious Meditation of Woman’s (hidden, unconscious) state(s). A real effect is what 
Brings Man and Woman Closer to the Whole-Hearted and Whole-Bodily Realization of Their 
Ultimate Oneness. 
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In Making Woman See Her Ego – a terrible, dangerous, challenging, Selfless Job – in 
Making Her See as Himself, Man cannot avoid and should not avoid giving Himself Whole-
Bodily. He should be acquainted with every realm of Life, every level of Woman’s Duality. 
This certainly and wholly includes the emotional realm of life that is resisted by if not hated 
by most people. The work on the Ego is not primarily a mater of talking, of showing through 
words the presence of the ego and how it works, its games. Words cannot be avoided sooner 
or later but in the first place the Work is a (Constant) Feeling-Meditation of the state of 
Separation between Man and Woman that Ego created or sustains. 

Sometimes, if necessary or if things get hot, Man, willing to whole-Bodily give 
Himself in the energetic realms, shouts for instance. If, earlier, He had already Transcended in 
His Heart the cramp that Ego brought into the contact, into the relationship, then in principle 
Woman can accept His shouting as a form of Liberation instead of as a form of reacting, a 
form of avoiding the contact that has (‘too much’) pain to offer. The energetic display of 
power in the shouting cannot in itself make Woman’s Ego bow, cannot let it be overpowered 
and make it submit to this bigger power. It is the Heart with its Eye Present in the Lower 
Realms of Life that Does the Work in the background but in Reality. 

Yet – and sad or not but just as a matter of Nature – if Man cannot Show Woman He 
is Stronger than Her, that He Knows Her world of Energy and can Freely move in it and Do 
His Thing in there (albeit not for Himself), Woman cannot bow, even if She, Her Ego, would 
like to. Man’s Consciousness is not enough, neither is His Loving Heart. Also energetically 
He must be Able to be wholly present, be Able to overpower her; not for the sake of power 
itself – Man is not interested in power – but to be Able to Show Ego in its own language who 
is the Boss. Yet, it only works if his energetic display is Part of and well Embedded in Truth. 
As indicated earlier, if the Fight would be only or primarily about Energy and happening just 
in the Sphere of Energy, Man would lose in the long run – unless he has taken over so much 
of Woman’s Female Force in his life that he manages to survive the inexhaustible ‘battery’ in 
the lower parts of Woman. In the latter case however there is no Man left, and the whole fight 
would be senseless anyway. For a True Fight there must be Two, Man and Woman – not only 
Woman, as is usually the case. In this fair Fight Man is, due to Woman’s huge Earthly Power, 
‘Kicked up’ again and again, while He Knows His Direction as Man is Downward and He 
Fights-Meditates Himself a way back Down again. He won’t leave Her alone Down there 
with the Beast of Ego. 

Man Rejects the Ego of Woman by Seeing-Feeling it. Woman, if She is Fed Up with 
Herself as a project trying to fulfil itself that is doomed to fail, if She is Ready to Return in 
Man’s Heart at the End of the tiring Line of self – and of ‘no-self’ as a possible parking place 
for a while – Accepts the Rejection. She is, at least on a deeper level, willing to Let Her Ego 
Be Rejected, certainly if She starts to become Aware of the great Relief it brings when She 
doesn’t resist Man’s Addressing and Piercing through Her Ego any longer but starts to 
Cooperate. 

Where are the women who let their Ego be humiliated by Man’s Love…? Here it 
becomes even more silent than earlier when we talked about men and their refusal to take 
Woman’s Natural Rejection of them. 
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Yet, nothing can Stop the Man and the Woman when They Cooperate, when They 

have accepted their Ego being Touched by the Other, letting it be humiliated, over and over 
again. Nothing can Stop this Man and Woman from Manifesting Their Divine Potential on 
Earth, nothing if They can laugh Together about the Ego and its silliness and clumsiness and 
cleverness and do not hold on to the dreams and illusions of the Ego. Nothing can Stop Them 
if They are willing to actually, whole-bodily, Feel the Pain that Ego Is – instead of merely 
seeing it. 

The True Rejection of the Ego is not the same as being against Ego. It is rather the 
Rejection of allowing Ego to Kill Love again and again and structurally, the Love between 
Man and Woman that is, in Principle, so beautiful that the mere sight of it when it manifests 
‘should’ be enough to make anyone humble beyond oneself. It is rather the moralistic, dual 
and disembodied rejection of the Ego – the one, unjustly, claiming it has surmounted the Two 
– that has so far managed to block the whole of spirituality from Landing on and Rooting 
itself in the Earth, the spirituality that was so far always too good, too proud of its own 
achievements and seemingly endless possibilities to Acknowledge that without Going 
seriously and deeply into the World of Man and Woman, of the Two, of Woman’s Duality, all 
these achievements don’t have any true consequences for the reality of Woman here on Earth. 
Spirituality has so far been a nice hobby for men who were too afraid of actually and deeply 
Going into Woman’s world of Pain, into the Earth. Women nowadays, obsessed with wanting 
to copy everything of what seems to be ‘Man’, took over their hobby and like to enjoy it 
themselves. 

But Woman, why, instead of trying in vain to enjoy yourself, don’t You go back to 
your roots, why don’t You use Your only True Weapon: Rejecting the men, including the 
supposedly spiritual men, who stay safely separate from You? Why don’t You close Your 
Body instead of pretending to welcome ‘the Light’, when in fact You sustain Separation to 
rule over the earth thus? Rejecting the Ego seems so ugly, dirty, slimy business, but it is 
Beautiful. It is Part of Manifesting the Divine Two as One on Earth. No Beauty without dirt. 
The Ego may be ugly indeed, the only Way to Manifest the Beauty of a Man and Woman in 
Love is to Face the ugliness, the Ego, not look away – to not reject Rejecting but Reject 
(basically) out of Love, not merely out of Ego. 


